
Exploring shifts Walk Guide #3
in perspective

A Walk that Reconnects
~ exercising our Active Hope in uncertain times

~

Time Elements of the walk

3mins Welcome to this walk As you set out put your headphones on and press play on the audio

10mins Pausing to Ponder.
The invitation is to explore the landscape in a way that awakens our wider sensory awareness.
Forming pairs if you are walking with others, you are invited to guide your partner (with their eyes
closed*), by the hand or arm, in silence, offering them various sensory experiences – a flower, leaf or
bit of moss to smell; texture of grass, stone wall or tree trunk; listening to running water, birds chatter
or an insect moving - all the while without words. *Remember, this person is trusting you to keep
them safe!

The pace is relaxed, allowing time to fully register each sensory encounter. Swop roles after 5 or so
encounters.

If solo, the invitation is to find different elements of the landscape around you, as above, closing your
eyes once you’ve found something to explore and welcoming different senses – the smell of a
crushed leaf; the texture of tree bark; the sound of rustling leaves; or maybe looking at something
from an unusual angle. Take 10 breaths for each encounter.

….As you continue walking, reflect either on your own or the people you’re with, on how that was for
you.. What did you notice? What surprised you? What feelings came up? If in pairs, how was it to
guide or be guided?

7mins Widening perspective - Audio 1
Pop your headphones on and keep walking on your chosen path as you listen to this audio.

15mins Whose View?.
Find a spot with a view of landscape, at any scale, that holds the fingerprint of human impact.
Sitting/or standing in silence, consider these sentence starters, noticing what feelings arise. If in a
pair you may choose to take turns responding aloud to one another.

1) When I look at this landscape I see humanity’s impact in the form of…
2) Concerns I have about these impacts include….

Now take a couple of minutes to imagine taking on the form of another living part of this landscape.
Choose the first thing that comes into your head. What is it like to be this bird/tree/river/field etc in this
landscape? You might like to playfully ‘try out’ what it is like by embodying it with movements, sounds
and/or gestures. Use your imagination, let go of inhibitions! What does their perspective offer? How is
their existence shaped by human impact?



Returning to the open sentences and speaking as yourself:
3) The feelings I experience when recognising these impacts, concerns and different
perspectives include…

….Continue walking, reflecting if you wish on what you’ve explored so far, moving on to Audio 2
when you’re ready.

10mins Sky hooks & Earth Anchors - Audio 2
Take some time to find a place on your path, or just off your path, that calls you. A place
that offers welcoming space for you to stand as you listen to this audio.

10mins The art of surprise.
Can you inspire someone else to look with fresh eyes at this landscape?

Take a few minutes to gather some materials from your surroundings - stones and pebbles, twigs and
branches from the ground, leaves, and grasse and arrange them together on the edge of the path
(make sure you don’t block the path or cause any hazard!) in the shape of a word or an image or an
abstract shape, so that the next person who comes this way stops with curiosity.

How can what is around you be rearranged with your intention to surprise the next walker to step this
way? An unexpected invitation for them to engage with this place in a different way…

Go big or go small, whatever you do make it obvious and visible.

30mins The Great Turning - Audio 3
Leaving your art installation, set of walking once more, putting your headphones back on and tuning
in to some food for thought on the role of story in these times. Be prepared to join in!

10mins River of life
Take a moment to ponder on these questions ~

● If your life was a river what would it look like?
● Where are the twists and turns in this river of your life when your life situation or perspective

changed? Was it a smooth or a rough bend in the river?
● Have there been big rocks or boulders (significant life events) in your rivers course, and did

these moments shift how you see things?
● Can you see where your river might flow next?

If you are walking solo you might like to sit and draw the river of your life in a notebook.
If you are with other people, you might like to walk and describe to each other the river of your life, or
take some time to yourselves and sketch it out in a notebook.
If you’d like to do this in more detail you can look it up here: https://tinyurl.com/river-life

3mins Continue with the audio to close this walk, press play on the audio now.

Thank you for choosing to gift yourself time to walk, discover and connect with these
guided Walks that Reconnect here in the National Forest. We hope you enjoyed the
experience. We’d love to hear how it was for you, this would help us to continue
developing walks like these. We’d welcome your feedback here.

https://tinyurl.com/river-life
https://forms.gle/U3ryBFdWa2dxUSXo7

